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Abstract
For eﬀective lessons, teachers want to grasp students’ understandings. But it is hard in large classes. Quiz, a simple exercise in
a classroom, is a method to grasp students’ understandings. We have developed a supporting system for quizzes in descriptive
answer type. We focus on typing process for answers. It would contain helpful information related to imperfect understandings.
We proposed a method to extract phrases that are related to imperfect understandings regardless typing skill. The method detects
suspended periods of typing process and extracts phrases by comparing answers at these periods. We applied the method to real
typing processes, and got helpful phrases to grasp imperfect understandings.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
By increasing education continuance rate, there are many and various students in a class. In such classes, it is hard
for teachers to do eﬀective lectures, since students have various interests and scholastic ability. To make eﬀective
lectures, it is important to grasp student’s status (interest, concentration, or misunderstandings). But, it is hard for
teachers in large classes. In this article, we focus on grasping student’s imperfect understandings. Based on them,
teachers improve their lessons by commenting on imperfect understandings, providing supplementary explanations,
adjusting the progress and diﬃculty of classwork, etc. A basic way to grasp imperfect understandings is by observing
student behavior, but this is diﬃcult for teachers in large classes. Another way is by asking students whether they
understand what is explained, but shy Japanese students tend to remain silent. We focus on quizzes, which are simple
exercises assigned to all students in a classroom. Since all students answer it individually, teachers would grasp their
imperfect understandings from their answers. But it is a burden on teachers to grasp imperfect understandings from
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Fig. 1. Typical typing processes (a) smooth case; (b) intermittent case; (3) revise case.
many answers quickly, though students want quick response to their answers. Consequently, teachers in large classes
need to support.
There are many supporting systems for various answer styles. The clicker1 consists of devices with buttons and a
server that receives students answers for quiz questions. The server counts the number of students for each selection,
and gives the teacher the number immediately. Teachers can grasp misunderstanding students quickly. But it works
on only multiple-choice quizzes. E-learning systems, such as Moodle2 or Blackboard Learn3 are also used to provide
quizzes for students. They give questions to students, collect answers, and show answers to teachers. They can provide
immediate comments on each answer for multiple-choice and ﬁll-in-the-blank quizzes. But teachers should prepare
instruction for comments carefully for helpful comments. JESS (Japanese Essay Scoring System)4 grades Japanese
descriptive answers, especially essays, based on their rhetoric, organization and content. Since descriptive answers
are written by student’s own words, it would contain many clues to their imperfect understandings. So, it would be a
preferred style to improve lessons. But teachers cannot grasp imperfect understandings only from scores. They need
to read answers to aware clues.
In this article, we discuss a method to grasp imperfect understandings from quizzes in descriptive answer style.
We have been developing a supporting system that helps teachers to grasp major description in descriptive answer
set (see section 2 for detail)5. It analyzes a set of answers by some text mining techniques and visualizes the results.
On the other hand, teachers grasp imperfect understandings not only answers but also student’s behaviors: concen-
trating, bored, stuck, etc. With our proposal, a supporting system can provide richer information related to imperfect
understandings than our previous system.
2. Extracting words related to imperfect understandings
To support teachers, we developed a system that provides keyword base browsing system and automatic keyword
extraction method5. The system analyzes only answer text. But teachers often use other additional information, such
as student’s behavior or classroom performance, to grasp student’s imperfect understandings. We try to enhance the
previous system by analyzing such information. In this section, we discuss a new method to extract phrases related to
imperfect understandings from typing information.
2.1. Typing process for descriptive answers
Students with some imperfect understandings would not construct their answer smoothly. For example, poor under-
standing students cannot begin typing their answers. Students who lack self-conﬁdence would wonder at imperfect
issues. These behavior would be appeared on typing processes. Thus, typing process is one of important clues to
student’s status in descriptive quiz.
We try to get helpful information by analyzing typing processes. Fig. 1 shows three typical typing processes to
answer descriptive quizzes. The horizontal axis is elapsed time for a quiz. The vertical axis is length of an answer.
We get them by analyzing typing process for some quizzes including Quiz 1 in section 3 by ﬁrst-year students in
an engineering course; each quiz are done . These processes are collected by the supporting system for quizzes; the
system collects answers every a few seconds regardless of whether answers are submitted or not. Fig. 1(a) shows
a smooth case; students would have conﬁdence in the quiz. Fig. 1(b) shows an intermittent case; students would
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Fig. 2. Revise case of typing processes (a) caused by poor typing skill; (b) caused by imperfect understandings.
lack self-conﬁdence at the interrupted point. Fig. 1(c) shows a revise case; students would be confused around the
revised area. Students who caused intermittent case or revise case would have some trouble, typically imperfect
understandings. Obviously, students have diﬀerent typing skills with each other. We need a method to analyze typing
process after due consideration to the diﬀerence. In addition, the previous system collects answers every a few seconds
regardless of whether answers are submitted or not. So, we can easily add capability for analyzing typing process to
the previous system. And the analysis would enrich information that is provided by the system.
2.2. Basic idea
As the ﬁrst step to analyze typing process, we try to detect suspended periods of intermittent cases and revise cases
of many students. With detected periods, teachers can guess issues that many students understand imperfectly.
Suspended periods are caused by not only student’s imperfect understandings but also typing skill. To distinguish
them, we focus on the time that a student types nothing. Students with poor typing skill would stop or revise their
answer frequently. As a result, typing process would be changed irregularly and quickly as shown in Fig. 2(a). In
other words, typing process for imperfect understanding case would contain some suspended periods as shown in Fig.
2(b). Students having imperfect understandings would arrange their thoughts in these periods. By comparing answers
at suspended periods, we would aware descriptions related to students’ imperfect understandings.
2.3. Procedure
In this section, we propose a concrete procedure to analyze typing process. By the following procedure, a system
analyzes a typing process of each student, and extracts chunks that are related to issues that students lack understand-
ings.
1. Get changed (revised, added, or removed) chunks for one student.
(a) Get answers that are not changed more than th[sec].
(b) Segment answers into chunks that are easy to grasp meanings by following conditions.
• Start with successive self-suﬃcient words (nouns, verbs, or adjectives)
• Connect successive non-self-suﬃcient words following to the above as long as possible
• Not include punctuation.
(c) Get all chunks changed (added, removed, revised, or moved) in two successive answers by comparing two
answers regarding each answer as a sequences of chunks.
2. Repeat step 1 for all students.
3. Count each changed chunk.
4. Get last chunks, which are chunks in last answers, for all students by the same way to step 1(b).
5. Count each last chunk.
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6. Calculate the diﬀerence between the frequency of changed in typing process and the frequency in last answers
for all changed chunks, and select chunks with a large diﬀerence as extracted results.
Step 1 and 2 aim to detect suspended periods and get related chunks. Step 6 would sort out clues from others, since
students with poor understandings would revise their answers frequently.
This method would work well only for short answers. In typing long answers, students would suspend typing by
not only imperfect understandings but also lacking writing skills. It degrades performance of the method. But, this
is not the matter for our method. We focus on supporting quizzes that is used to grasp student understanding in class
time. Therefore, answers would be a few sentences.
3. Experiments
In this section, we show the eﬀectiveness of our proposal through some experiments.
3.1. Experimental setup
We use typing processes of two real quizzes. Both quizzes are given in Japanese, so we show translated results.
Quiz 1 Explain the term “machine language.”
This quiz is from an engineering course for the ﬁrst-year university students. It is a one of three quizzes whose
time limit is 30 minutes. There are 79 answers, averaging 78.0 characters in length. This is an example for a
quiz in explanation type. A model answer might be “Machine language is a kind of programming language,
which is represented by binary code. CPUs can directly execute programs only in machine language.” The
teacher indicated followings as keywords: binary code, directly executable, CPU, computer, human, instruc-
tions, programming language, low level language, machine language, representation, and program.
Quiz 2 I ordered 20 sticks 120 cm long from factories A and B. The length of all produced sticks is as follows.
(Omitted) Explain which factory would be better to make a contract with.
This quiz is from a scientiﬁc course for the second-year university students. The time limit to answer is 10
minutes. There are 48 answers, averaging 85.9 characters in length. This is an example for an essay quiz. A
model answer might be “The average length of products from factory A is closer to 120 cm than to the length
of products from factory B. But, Factory A produces uneven sticks, so I would make a contract with factory
B.” The teacher indicated the followings as keyword: error, average, stability, diﬀerence, width, precision,
unevenness, just, instability, disturbance, and uniformity.
Teachers selected desired keywords as words that are important to grade descriptive answers. If extracted chunks
include desired keywords, they would be helpful to grasp imperfect understandings.
We set a parameter th as 10 seconds, and extracted 20 chunks. We used a famous Japanese morphological analyzer
“MeCab”7 to split answers into words and got the word class of each word.
3.2. Typing processes
In this section, we discuss typing processes. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows histograms of suspened periods. Many
students often stop typing more than 10 seconds; average 3.0 times (quiz 1) and 2.2 times (quiz 2). Even students
with poor typing skills would not stop to type so long time. So most students stop their typing by other reasons. By
specifying a reason and location, a supporting system would provide helpful information or clues to improve their
class.
3.3. Extracted chunks
In this section, we discuss extracted chunks by the proposed procedure. Table 1 and 2 shows extracted 20 chunks
from answers and related information for each quiz by descending order of diﬀerence. These tables show extracted
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Fig. 3. Histogram of suspension (a) quiz 1; (b) quiz 2.
Table 1. Extracted chunks from answers for quiz 1.
Including keywords Extracted chunks (translated) Extracted chunks (original) # of changed # in last Diﬀ.
 program プログラムを 28 14 14
 in binary code 二進数で 39 30 9
 machine language is 機械語とは 10 1 9
 in binary code 2 進数で 9 0 9
 language that can execute directly 直接実行できる言語で 8 0 8
 computer コンピュータが 22 15 7
 directly executable 直接実行できる 8 1 7
this この 10 4 6
language 言語 7 1 6
 machine language 機械語 6 0 6
 machine language is 機械語は 88 93 5
 cpu cpu が 28 23 5  
is presented 表される 10 5 5
 instruction 命令 5 0 5
is described 記述した 5 0 5
presented 表された 7 3 4  
 execute directly 直接実行する 6 2 4
 directly execution 直接実行 6 2 4
source code ソースコードを 6 2 4
 is a language that can execute directly 直接実行できる言語である 5 1 4
chunks (translated and original), the number of changed chunks (got by step 3) and chunks in answers (got by step
4), and their diﬀerence. Heading checkmarks mean that corresponding chunks include keywords that are indicated by
the teacher. Many extracted chunks include keywords that are desired by the teacher. 14 chunks and 5 chunks include
desired keywords out of 20 chunks for quiz 1 and 2, respectively. For quiz 1, we got many helpful chunks. For quiz 2,
we got not only helpful chunks but also useless chunks, such as “factory” that are obviously useless to grasp imperfect
understandings. Teachers would awake helpful chunks easily.
By the above results, we conclude that the proposed method can extract phrases to support grasping imperfect un-
derstandings only from typing processes. We can enhance our previous system by combining the method to automatic
keyword extraction and provide more detailed information related to students’ understandings.
4. Conclusion
We aim to support teachers to grasp imperfect understandings from quizzes in descriptive answer style. Some
stagnation in typing process would be caused by imperfect understandings. So, we proposed a method to extract
phrases related to stagnated period in students’ typing processes. By simple experiments, we get phrases including
desired keyword, which would be helpful to grasp imperfect understandings, from answer processes for some quizzes.
In future, we enhance our previous system by combining this method with automatic keyword extraction and provide
more detailed information related to students’ understandings.
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Table 2. Extracted chunks from answers for quiz 2.
Including keywords Extracted chunks (translated) Extracted chunks (original) # of changed # in last Diﬀ.
and an entry 契約を 11 18 7
factort a 工場 a 12 5 7
I 私は 7 13 6
factory b 工場 b と 12 17 5
factory 工場 5 0 5
factory b 工場 b は 10 14 4
because it is high 高いから 5 1 4
 errer 誤差が 12 15 3
contract with 契約します 10 13 3
of factory b 工場 b の 7 10 3
because なぜなら 6 9 3
factory a 工場 a と 17 19 2
 average 平均値が 7 5 2
factory b 工場 b 6 4 2
 precision 精度が 5 3 2
 error 誤差で 5 3 2
 average 平均を 11 10 1
120 120 に 9 8 1
a a の 6 7 1
than factory b 工場 b の方が 7 6 1
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